
PTM BLAST TUTORIAL 

PTM BLAST allows users to retrieve and compare PTMs in aligned protein sequences. There are two 

options to initiate PTM BLAST, either from (a) the PTM BLAST section or (b) any PTM Viewer plant 

protein overview page. In case of the PTM BLAST section (a), users can specify a protein sequence 

and indicate PTMs by their two-letter code abbreviation between brackets after the modified amino 

acid. For instance, phosphothreonine is indicated as T(Ph). Any PTM modification can be indicated as 

T(xx), or multiple can be indicated as T(Ph|Og). PTM BLAST can also be launched from any PTM 

Viewer protein overview (b). Here, the search is restricted to the protein sequence and its PTMs. 

However, a region from the protein sequence can be searched by indicating the start and end protein 

positions. This can be useful to PTM BLAST a protein region of interest, for instance a protein 

domain. After clicking ‘BLAST SELECTED’, a default protein BLAST (BLASTP) will be performed of the 

plain protein sequence. A progress message will appear and when the BLASTP job is finished the 

results can be viewed in a new tab by clicking ‘DISPLAY BLAST RESULTS’. 

 

 



The PTM BLAST results are organized in two interactive boxes. In the top PTM BLAST result table, 

signficant BLASTP hits are displayed and sorted according to number of aligned PTMs. A distinction is 

made between aligned PTMs, which are aligned amino acid residues modified by the same or 

different PTM types, and PTM matches, where amino acids are aligned and modified by the same 

PTM type. On the left-hand side of the table, PTM BLAST hits can be selected. By default the top 

three PTM BLAST results, i.e. those with the most PTM alignments, are displayed. Alignment of 

proteins and their PTMs are found in the bottom sequence alignment box. Here, for each PTM BLAST 

hit the BLASTP protein alignment is given and protein sequences are decorated with their PTMs. This 

display is similar to the protein overview, where PTMs are highlighted in color according their PTM 

type(s). A color legend can be found below of the page. In case PTM type(s) matched at a certain 

aligned amino acid residue, the middle row will also be highlighted to indicate a PTM match. Note 

that above in the sequence alignment box there is an option to solely display peptides matching 

protein products from a single gene. In case of a PTM BLAST alignment between plant proteins from 

the same species, this can filter out PTMs derived from peptides that match both proteins 

ambiguously. Both the PTM BLAST results and sequence alignment box are scrollable, thus to view 

more selected alignments make sure to scroll down in the sequence alignment box. 

 


